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Abstract

This paper focuses on the next step in the creation of a system of meaning representation
and the development of semantically-annotated parallel corpora, for use in applications
such as machine translation, question answering, text summarization, and information
retrieval. The work described below constitutes the first effort of any kind to annotate
multiple translations of foreign-language texts with interlingual content. The resulting an-
notated, multilingually-induced, parallel corpora will be useful as an empirical basis for
a wide range of research, including the development and evaluation of interlingual NLP
systems and paraphrase-extraction systems as well as a host of other research and develop-
ment efforts in theoretical and applied linguistics, foreign language pedagogy, translation
studies, and other related disciplines.

1 Introduction

The importance of linguistically-annotated parallel corpora and multilingual an-
notation tools is now widely recognized (Véronis, 2000), yet there are currently
few cases of annotated parallel corpora, and those that exist tend to be bilingual
rather than multilingually induced (Garside et al., 1997). Moreover, much of the
previous work on linguistic annotation of corpora has focused on the annotation
of sentences with syntactic information only, e.g., part-of-speech tags (Francis and
Kucera, 1982), syntactic trees (Marcus et al., 1994), and positionally-determined
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argument labels (Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002; Kipper et al., 2002).1 This paper
focuses on the next step in the creation of a system of meaning representation
and the development of semantically-annotated parallel corpora, for use in appli-
cations such as machine translation, question answering, text summarization, and
information retrieval.

We present an approach to semantic annotation of parallel corpora, validated
in multiple English translations of texts in six languages (Arabic, French, Hindi,
Japanese, Korean, and Spanish), and evaluated in several ways.2 This work is the
result of a collaboration across six sites on a NSF-sponsored project called Inter-
lingual Annotation of Multilingual Text Corpora (IAMTC). The participants in-
cluded Computing Research Laboratory at New Mexico State University (NMSU),
the Language Technologies Institute at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU), the
Information Science Institute (ISI) at the University of Southern California, the
Institute for Advanced Computer Studies at the University of Maryland (UMD),
the Mitre Corporation, and Columbia University. The novelty of the work comes
not only from the development of a (language-independent) multi-level interlingual
representation, but also from improved methodologies for designing and evaluating
such representations. More specifically, this project has the following objectives:

• Development of a framework for interlingual analysis based on a careful study
of parallel English text corpora, translated from six different languages.
• Annotation of these parallel corpora using two tiers of an agreed-upon 3-tiered

interlingual representation.
• Development of semantic-annotation tools for use broadly by the parallel-text

processing community (a tree editor, annotation interface, etc.). These tools
enable effective and relatively problem-free annotation at six different sites
and subsequent merging of the results.
• Design of new metrics and undertaking of various evaluations of the inter-

lingual representations, ascertaining the degree of annotator agreement and
providing a means for choosing the granularity of meaning representation that
is appropriate for a given task.

The impact of this research stems from the depth of the annotation and the
evaluation metrics that delimit the annotation task. These enable research on both
parallel-text processing methods and the modeling of language-independent mean-
ing. To date, such research has been impossible, since corpora have been annotated
at a relatively shallow (semantics-free) level, forcing NLP researchers to choose be-
tween shallow approaches and hand-crafted approaches, each having its own set of

1 More recently, resources such as PropBank have been examined for the purpose of
bootstrapping deeper semantic content (Kingsbury et al., 2003), although the relations
of interest are primarily monolingually induced.

2 Our focus was on the annotation of the English translations of each source-language
text where divergences are already readily apparent and inter-annotator agreement is
more easily measured; although source-language annotation was also conducted, the
results are not the focus of this study, but will be examined in a future.
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problems. We view our research as paving the way toward solutions to represen-
tational problems that would otherwise seriously hamper or invalidate later larger
annotation efforts, especially if they are monolingually motivated.

Other linguistic annotation projects include Semeval data (Moore, 1994), Prop-
Bank and VerbNet (Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002; Kipper et al., 2002), OntoNotes
(Hovy et al., 2006), and FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998). The corpora resulting from
these efforts have allowed for the use of machine learning tools (including stochas-
tic methods) that have proven much better than hand-written rules at accounting
for the wide variety of idiosyncratic constructions and expressions found in natural
languages. However, machine learning approaches have in the past been restricted
to fairly superficial phenomena.

The work described below constitutes the first effort of any kind to annotate mul-
tiple translations of foreign-language texts with interlingual content.3 The resulting
annotated, multilingually-induced, parallel corpora will be useful as an empirical
basis for a wide range of research, including the development and evaluation of
interlingual NLP systems and paraphrase extraction systems as well as a host of
other research and development efforts in theoretical and applied linguistics, foreign
language pedagogy, translation studies, and other related disciplines. For example,
current automatic approaches to paraphrase extraction (Bannard and Callison-
Burch, 2005; Barzilay and Lee, 2003; Callison-Burch et al., 2006; Dolan et al.,
2004; Pang et al., 2003; Madnani et al., 2007) rely on bilingual parallel corpora.
Annotation of corpora with appropriate interlingual information allows one to take
paraphrase extraction to the next level, where interlingual content—rather than
another language—becomes the pivot for monolingual paraphrastic pairs.

The next section describes the corpora we have annotated. Section 3 defines the
different levels of interlingua and the representation language we use to annotate our
corpora. Section 4 presents an interface environment that is designed to support the
annotation task and describes the process of annotation itself. Section 5 describes
our approach to evaluation: the data partitioning and agreement coefficients, the
use of a new distance metric called MASI (Measuring Agreement for Set-valued
Items), the scope of the annotation task, and the results of our evaluation. Finally,
the results of comparing all combinations of annotators are presented. We will see
how this comparison yields information about individual annotators, as well as
which subsets of annotators produce the best annotations. We conclude with the
current status of the project and future directions.

2 Corpus

The target data set is modeled on, and is an extension of, the DARPA MT Eval-
uation data set (White and O’Connell., 1994). It consists of 6 bilingual parallel

3 The broader impact of this research lies in the multilingually induced parallel re-
sources it provides, and in the annotation procedures and agreement evaluation
metrics it has developed. Downloadable versions of our results are available at
http://aitc.aitcnet.org/nsf/iamtc/results.html.
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corpora. Each corpus is made up of 125 source language news articles along with
three independently produced translations into English. However, the source news
articles for each individual language corpus are different from the source articles in
the other language corpora. Thus, the 6 corpora themselves are comparable to each
other rather than parallel. The source languages are for Japanese, Korean, Hindi,
Arabic, French and Spanish. Typically, each article is between 300 and 400 words
long (or the equivalent) and thus each corpus has between 150,000 and 200,000
words. Consequently, the size of the entire data set is around 1,000,000 words.

As for corpus construction, the Spanish, French and Japanese corpora are those
compiled by White and O’Connell for the DARPA MT evaluations. A third trans-
lation, and in a few cases, a second and first translation, were provided by indepen-
dent professional translators contracted by NMSU, Mitre and CMU respectively.
The Hindi corpus was compiled by Columbia, and consists of news reports in Hindi
(Unicode) along with two human translations of each into English by different pro-
fessional translation agencies. The initial Korean corpus of 10 newspaper articles
along with two careful manual translations for each was constructed at ISI. Finally,
the Arabic corpus is a subset of the LDC’s “Multiple-Translation Arabic (MTA)
Part 1” (Walker et al., 2003) that has been selected to reflect the domain of focus
(economics) and appropriate article length.

It is important to point out that there is a difference between monolingual an-
notation and the approach we are taking here, where multiple translations of the
same source text are annotated. The translations ideally communicate the same in-
formation conveyed by the original source language text and, therefore, when they
differ one of three states of affairs must hold:

1. One translator simply made a target language error (a typographical mistake,
a careless rendering of content, e.g., rendering so high as so low .

2. The translators have used paraphrases—communicating essentially the same
thing in different words—but the underlying (interlingual) representation
would be the same.

3. The translators are expressing differing but valid interpretations of the source
language text.

It is an inevitable result of translation that target language texts may be at times
more explicit and at times less explicit with respect to information content than
the original source language text and, when both translators are more explicit, they
may differ with respect to that information content because they might bring dif-
fering knowledge to bear and choose different terms and therefore express different
information. In such cases, the translations should not have the same interlingual
representation nor should either be the same as the source language interlingual
representation. In any case, the process begins by comparing translations (which
a priori should be the same) and identifying and categorizing each parallel con-
stituent that differs as an error, a paraphrase or a case of differing interpretations.
That process necessarily requires taking into consideration the original source lan-
guage text. The annotation proceeds once the state of affairs is clear.

Although related to the problem of looking for monolingual paraphrases, this
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annotation process is different in that the translations are supposed to communicate
the same information in the same way and, when they differ, the reason must be
determined, with one possibility being that they are indeed paraphrases. For those
who have attempted to establish paraphrastic relations on the basis of multiple
(English) versions of classic literature, e.g., Don Quixote or the Bible, the activity
is the same except that, to our knowledge, those studies have discounted translator
error and more importantly differences in translator interpretation.

Consider an example set from the Spanish corpus:

S: Atribuyó esto en gran parte a una poĺıtica que durante muchos años tuvo
un ‘sesgo concentrador’ y representó desventajas para las clases menos fa-
vorecidas.

T1: He attributed this in great part to a type of politics that throughout many
years possessed a ‘concentrated bias’ and represented disadvantages for the
less favored classes.

T2: To a large extent, he attributed that fact to a policy which had for many
years had a ‘bias toward concentration’ and represented disadvantages for
the less favored classes.

T3: He attributed this in great part to a policy that had a ‘centrist slant’ for
many years and represented disadvantages for the less-favored classes.

The process is to identify the variations between the translations and then assess
whether these differences are significant. In this case, the translations are the same
for the most part although there are a few interesting variations. For instance,
where this appears as the translation of esto in the first and third translations,
that fact appears in the second. The translator’s choice potentially represents an
elaboration of the semantic content of the source expression and the question arises
as to whether the annotation of these variants should be different or the same.

More striking perhaps is the variation between concentrated bias, bias toward
concentration and centrist slant as the translation for sesgo concentrador . Here,
the third translation offers a concrete interpretation of the source text author’s
intent. The first two attempt to carry over the vagueness of the source expression
assuming that the target text reader will be able to figure it out. But even here,
the two translators appear to differ as to what the source language text author’s
intent actually was, the former referring to a bias of a certain degree of strength
and the second to a bias in a certain direction. Seemingly, then, the annotation of
each of these expressions should differ.

As noted in (Helmreich and Farwell, 1998; Farwell and Helmreich, 1999), roughly
40% of the translation units for two conservative translations of the same text into
the same language differ.4 This increases when considering three translations. Of
these differences only 15% are due to translator error, while 41% are paraphrases
having a common interpretation and 44% reflect differing interpretations of the orig-
inal text. It is specifically the need to classify and explain such variations across

4 A translation unit may be as small as morphological unit (e.g., pre-) or as large as a
multi-word name or phrase (e.g., United Arab Emirates).
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translations in order to annotate them that makes this multilingually-induced par-
allel data set so unique and enriching.

We will see in Section 5 that the annotation effort for any given corpus involves
assigning interlingual content to the source text and at least two parallel English
versions of each source-language text.

3 Interlingual Representation

Due to the complexity of an interlingual annotation as indicated by the differ-
ences described in the sections above, the IAMTC project focused on annotation
of interlingual content at the first two levels of our 3-tiered interlingual represen-
tation. Each level of representation incorporates meaning from a concept ontology
(including both abstract concepts and specific word senses) and thematic informa-
tion while removing existing syntactic information. We describe the three levels of
representation and then present our approach to annotation of the first two levels.

3.1 Three Levels of Representation

In the IAMTC project, three levels of representation were developed, referred to as
IL0, IL1 and IL2. These levels lie on a spectrum from the annotation of syntactic
dependency structure to the representation of the meanings of interpretations; each
higher-order level builds on the previous level.

IL0 is a deep syntactic dependency representation, constructed by
hand-correcting the output of a dependency parser based on Connexor
(www.connexor.com). Although this representation appears to be purely
syntactic—similar in flavor to the Deep Syntactic Structures (DSyntS) of
Meaning-Text Theory (Mel’čuk, 1988)—it abstracts as much as possible away from
surface-syntactic phenomena. For example, auxiliary verbs and other function
words are removed from IL0. In addition, corresponding active and passive voice
sentences receive the same representation in IL0.

In comparison to the annotations used in the Prague Dependency Tree-
bank (Böhmová et al., 2003), IL0 is more abstract than the Analytic layer (which
consists of superficial syntactic annotation) but more syntactic than the Tectogram-
matical level (which aims to describe the linguistic meaning of a sentence). IL0 is
a useful starting point for IL1 in that syntactic dependencies are often indicative
of semantic dependencies. Figure 1 shows the IL0 representation for the sentence
Sheikh Mohamed, who is also the Defense Minister of the United Arab Emirates, an-
nounced at the inauguration ceremony that “we want to make Dubai a new trading
center.”

IL1 is an intermediate semantic representation. Open class lexical items (nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs) are associated with concepts drawn from the Omega
ontology (Hovy et al., 2003c). Also at this stage, syntactic relations are replaced by
semantic roles such as agent, theme, and goal. However, IL1 is not a complete
interlingua; it does not normalize over all linguistic realizations of the same seman-
tics. Figure 2 shows the IL1 corresponding to the IL0 in Figure 1. Concept names
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Fig. 1. An IL0 Dependency Tree

Fig. 2. An IL1 Representation

(e.g., DECLARE) and thematic role names (e.g., AGENT) added by the annota-
tors are in upper case. WordNet senses—encoded as concepts (rather than synonym
sets)—are indicated in lower case (e.g., announce<say). Some lexical items are as-
sociated with more than one concept, separated by two ampersands (&&). IL0 and
IL1 have been documented with coding manuals and have been used by annotators
to tag several texts. (See Section 4.2.)
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IL1 – candidate #1:                                    IL1 – candidate #2: 

BUY

JOHNSource BOOKThemeMARYAgent

IL2: TRANSFER-POSSESSION

JOHNSource BOOKTheme PURCHASEMannerMARYGoal

SELL

MARYGoal BOOKThemeJOHNAgent

Fig. 3. IL1 and IL2 for Conversives

The methodology for designing IL2 involves comparison of IL1’s in the multi-
parallel corpus in order to see how meaning equivalent IL1’s can be reconciled or
merged. IL2 is expected to normalize over:

• Conversives (e.g., X bought a book from Y vs. Y sold a book to X), as
does FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) at the more general level of Commer-
cial transaction.
• Non-literal language usage (e.g., X started its business vs. X opened its doors

to customers).
• Extended paraphrases involving syntax, lexicon, and grammatical features

(see example in Section 2).

Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between IL1 and IL2 for the two sentences
Mary bought a book from John and John sold a book to Mary . The IL1’s for the
two sentences are different because the verbs buy and sell use different participants
as agents. However, the IL2 representation captures the common meaning of the
buying and selling events, as has been suggested by many theories of meaning
representation.

Consider the following English/French extended paraphrases:

E: Its network of eighteen independent organizations in Latin America has lent one
billion dollars to microenterprises.

F: Le réseau regroupe dix-huit organisations indépendantes qui ont déboursé un
milliard de dollars.
‘The network comprises eighteen independent organizations which have disbursed
a billion dollars’

These sentences are taken from the January 1997 edition of the UNESCO Courier,
which is available in 29 languages and Braille. Figures 4 and 5 show the correspond-
ing IL1 representations for these sentences. Note that the head of the English IL1
is the concept lend, whereas the head of the French IL1 is the concept comprise.
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English: Its network of eighteen independent organizations in 
Latin America has lent one billion dollars to 
microenterprises.

English IL1:
LEND

NETWORKAgent DOLLARSTheme

COMPRISEMod

ORGANIZATIONPart

MICROENTERPRISEGoal

Fig. 4. English Sentence and IL1

French: Le réseau regroupe dix-huit organisations indépendantes
qui ont déboursé un milliard de dollars.
‘The network comprises eighteen independent 
organizations which have disbursed a billion dollars’

French IL1: COMPRISE

NETWORKWhole

DOLLARSTheme

DISBURSEMod

ORGANIZATIONPart

ORGANIZATIONAgent

Fig. 5. French Sentence and IL1

TRANSFER-MONEY

NETWORKAgent DOLLARSTheme MICROENTERPRISEGoal

COMPRISE

NETWORKWhole ORGANIZATIONSPart

IL1-to-IL2 Conversion Rules:
of/regroupe COMPRISE
lend/déboursé TRANSFER-MONEY

IL2:

Fig. 6. IL1-to-IL2 Conversion Rules and Resulting IL2 Representation

Figure 6 sketches the mapping rules that are needed to reconcile the IL1’s from
Figures 4 and 5 in order to produce the IL2 representation. The words of and
regrouper are found to express the concept comprise. The argument organiza-

tion associated with both words confirms that of and regrouper describe the same
relation. Similarly, the concept transfer-money is identified as a common con-
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cept for the words lend and debourser , which share two arguments, network and
dollars.

The range of paraphrase phenomena addressed by the different representation
levels is summarized in Table 1, which is based on examples from (Hirst, 2003),
(Kozlowski et al., 2003), and (Rinaldi et al., 2003). The table indicates for which
types our normalized representations would reflect the similarity in meaning be-
tween paraphrases of that type and at which level the normalization would take
place.

As mentioned above, our evaluation studies focus on the first two levels (IL0
and IL1) of our 3-tiered interlingual representation. It is not our intention to argue
for the superiority of the meaning elements used in these representations (or, for
that matter, in IL2) over those used in other interlingual representations. Our
goal is to build a solid foundation for future investigation of the types of IL1-IL2
conversion rules necessary for generating deeper interlingua on a large scale. We
expect that such rules would eventually be induced automatically using machine
learning techniques that are similar to those that have been applied to problems
involving other types of natural language equivalences, e.g., paraphrase extraction
(Bannard and Callison-Burch, 2005; Barzilay and Lee, 2003; Callison-Burch et al.,
2006; Dolan et al., 2004; Pang et al., 2003; Madnani et al., 2007).

Specifically, the focus of this study is on demonstrating the feasibility of the
annotation process and, upon analysis of our results, arriving at a better under-
standing of the types of representational mappings required for the development
of deeper semantic representations. Our view is that human annotation of IL0 and
IL1—coupled with the use of multiple translations of textual documents from dif-
ferent languages—is an important step toward discovering what would be needed
for the IL2 representation. Additionally, we expect that our study will shed light
on the types of algorithms that might be required to derive such representations
automatically.

3.2 The Omega Ontology

To progress from IL0 to IL1, annotators selected semantic terms (concepts that
represent particular types of objects, events, and states) for the nouns, verbs, adjec-
tives, and adverbs in each sentence. These terms are selected from a 110,000-node
ontology called Omega (Philpot et al., 2003) that includes a normalized form of
Mikrokosmos concepts (Mahesh and Nirenburg, 1995) and WordNet senses (Fell-
baum, 1998). (We henceforth refer to the WordNet component of Omega as “Word-
Net concepts” and the Mikrokosmos component of Omega as “Omega concepts.”)
As an example of the information contained in Omega, one of the entries for the
event-type LOAD is shown in Table 2.

Omega was assembled semi-automatically by researchers at ISI using a combi-
nation of Princeton’s WordNet, New Mexico State University’s Mikrokosmos, ISI’s
Upper Model (Bateman et al., 1989) and ISI’s SENSUS (Knight and Luk, 1994).
After the uppermost region of Omega was created by hand, these various resources’
contents were incorporated and, to some extent, reconciled. After that, several mil-
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Relationship Type Example Where Normalized

Syntactic variation The gangster killed at least 3 innocent
bystanders. vs.
At least 3 innocent bystanders were
killed by the gangster.

IL0

Lexical synonymy The toddler sobbed, and he attempted
to console her. vs.
The baby wailed, and he tried to comfort
her.

IL1

Morphological deriva-
tion

I was surprised that he destroyed the old
house. vs.
I was surprised by his destruction of the
old house.

IL2

Clause subordination
vs. anaphorically
linked sentences

This is Joe’s new car, which he bought
in New York. vs.
This is Joe’s new car. He bought it in
New York.

IL2

Different argument re-
alizations

Bob enjoys playing with his kids. vs.
Playing with his kids pleases Bob.

IL2

Noun-noun phrases She loves velvet dresses. vs.
She loves dresses made of velvet.

IL2

Head switching Mike Mussina excels at pitching. vs.
Mike Mussina pitches well. vs.
Mike Mussina is a good pitcher.

IL2

Overlapping meanings Lindbergh flew across the Atlantic
Ocean. vs.
Lindbergh crossed the Atlantic Ocean by
plane.

IL2

Comparatives vs. su-
perlatives

He’s smarter than everybody else. vs.
He’s the smartest one.

Not normalized

Different sentence
types

Who composed the Brandenburg Con-
certos? vs.
Tell me who composed the Brandenburg
Concertos.

Not normalized

Inverse relationship Only 20% of the participants arrived on
time. vs.
Most of the participants arrived late.

Not normalized

Inference The tight end caught the ball in the end
zone. vs.
The tight end scored a touchdown.

Not normalized

Viewpoint variation The U.S.-led inva-
sion/liberation/occupation of Iraq .
. .
You’re getting in the way. vs. I’m only
trying to help.

Not normalized

Table 1. Relationship Types Underlying Paraphrase
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Definition WordNet Concept Mikrokosmos Concept

fill or place a load in load>pack DISPOSITIVE-MATERIAL-ACTION

Table 2. Omega Information Event-type LOAD

Role Description Type

Agent The entity that does the action OBLIGATORY
Theme The entity that is worked on OBLIGATORY
Possessed The entity controlled or owned OPTIONAL

Table 3. Theta Roles in Grid for Event-type LOAD

lion instances of people, locations, and other facts were added (Fleischman et al.,
2003). The ontology, which has been used in several projects in recent years (Hovy
et al., 2003b,a; Philpot et al., 2005), can be browsed using the Omega ontology
browsers at http://omega.isi.edu/doc/browsers.html. The earliest version of these
browsers forms a part of the annotation environment for the IAMTC project.5

3.3 Theta Grids

In addition to Mikrokosmos concepts and WordNet concepts, annotators assigned
one or more theta grids—groups of thematic roles—specifying the argument struc-
ture associated with event types. The thematic roles are abstractions of deep se-
mantic relations that generalize over event-types. While they are by far the most
common approach in the field to representing predicate-argument structure, there
are numerous variations with little agreement even on terminology (Fillmore, 1968;
Stowell, 1981; Jackendoff, 1972; Levin and Rappaport-Hovav, 1998).

The theta grids used in the IAMTC project were extracted from the Lexical
Conceptual Structure Verb Database (LVD) (Dorr et al., 2001). WordNet senses
associated with each LVD entry were used to link the theta grids to the Word-
Net concepts in the Omega ontology. Theta grids included syntactic realization

5 In theory Omega, WordNet (all WordNets) and Mikrokosmos are language-independent
systems for representing word meaning (i.e., words in any language). For example,
Mikrokosmos was developed from the start in the context of translation and used to
define Spanish and French word meanings as well as English word meanings. WordNet
has come a long way with respect to “neutralizing” its English bias given the some 30
different languages for which WordNets have been, or are being, developed. It is useful
to remember that we are interested in WordNet synsets as semantic units, as defined
by the synset gloss, without regard to which words from which languages might be
found in the synset. But the bottom line is that these ontologies contribute symbols
for constructing representations of meaning , not words, for any given language and are
valid insofar as they can be used for constructing solid reasoning systems (coherent,
consistent, complete).
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information for English, such as Subject, Object or Prepositional Phrase, and the
Obligatory/Optional nature of these complements. For example, one of the theta
grids for the event-type LOAD is listed in Table 3.

Although based on research in LCS-based MT (Dorr, 1993; Habash et al., 2003),
the set of theta roles used for this project was simplified. Table 4 shows the list of
roles used in the Interlingua Annotation Experiment (Habash and Dorr, 2003).6

4 Annotation Processes

Recognizing the complexity of interlinguas, we adopted an incrementally deepening
approach, which allowed us to produce some quantity of relatively stable annota-
tions while exploring alternatives at the next level down. Throughout, we made
as much use of automated procedures as possible. This section presents the tools
and resources for the interlingual-annotation process and describes our annotation
methodology.

4.1 Supporting Tools and Resources

We assembled and/or built a suite of tools to be used in the annotation process.
Since our corpora were extracted from disparate sources, we had to standardize the
text before presenting it to automated procedures. For English, this involved sen-
tence boundary detection, but for other languages, it involved word segmentation,
chunking of text, demorphing, or similar language-specific operations.

The text was processed using a dependency parser. For English, we use Connexor
(Tapanainen and Jarvinen, 1997). The Connexor output was converted to standard
form and then viewed and corrected in TrEd (Hajič et al., 2001), a graphically
based tree editing program, written in Perl/Tk.7 The hand-corrected deep depen-
dency structure produced by this process became the IL0 representation for that
sentence. Already at this stage, some of the lexical items were replaced by features
(e.g., tense), morphological forms were replaced by features on the citation form,
and certain constructions were regularized (e.g., passive) with empty arguments
inserted.

In order to derive IL1 from the IL0 representation, annotators used Tiamat, a
tool developed specifically for this project. This tool displays background resources
and information, including the IL0 tree and the Omega ontology. Principally, it was
the annotator’s workspace, showing the current sentence, the current word(s) to be
annotated, the ontology’s options for annotation, including theta roles (already
connected to other parts of the sentence, as far as possible), etc. It provided the
ability to annotate text via simple point-and-click selections of words, concepts,
and theta roles.

Evaluation of the annotators’ output would be daunting based solely on a visual
inspection of the annotated IL1 files. Thus, an annotation agreement evaluation

6 Other contributors to this list are Dan Gildea and Karin Kipper Schuler.
7 http://quest.ms.cuni.mff.cz/pdt/Tools/Tree Editors/Tred/
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Agent: Agents have the features of volition, sentience, causation and independent exis-
tence.
Examples: Henry pushed/broke the vase

Instrument: Instruments have causation but no volition. Their sentience and existence
are not relevant.
Examples: The hammer broke the vase; She hit him with a baseball bat

Experiencer: Experiencers have no causation but are sentient and exist independently.
Typically experiencers are realized as the subjects of verbs like feel , hear , see, sense, smell ,
notice, detect , etc. in English.
Examples: - John heard the vase shatter; John shivered.

Theme: Themes are typically causally affected or experience a movement and/or change
in state. Themes appear as the complement of verbs like acquire, learn, memorize, read ,
study , etc. in English.
Examples: John went to school; John broke the vase; John memorized his lines; She
buttered the bread with margarine

Perceived: Perceived entities are the cause of what an experiencer experiences. They do
not experience a movement or change in state. Their volition and sentience are irrelevant.
Their existence is independent of an experiencer.
Examples: He saw the play; He looked into the room; The cat’s fur feels good to John;
She imagined the movie to be loud

Predicate: Predicates are new modifying information about other thematic roles.
Examples: We considered him a fool; She acted happy

Source: Sources are where/when a theme starts its motion, or what its original state is,
or where its original (possibly abstract) location/time is.
Examples: John left the house

Goal: Goals are where a theme ends its motion, or what its final state is, or where/when
its final (possibly abstract) location/time is. It also can indicate the thing/event which
results from an activity.
Examples: John ran home; John ran to the store; John gave a book to Mary; John gave
Mary a book

Location: Locations are places where theme are or events take place- –as opposed to a
source or goal.
Examples: He lived in France; The water fills the box; This cabin sleeps five people

Time: Times are periods of time or moments when events take place.
Examples: John sleeps for five hours; Mary ate during the meeting

Beneficiary: Beneficiaries are those that receive the benefit/result of the event/state.
Examples: John baked the cake for Mary; John baked Mary a cake; An accident happened
to him

Purpose: Purposes are the intended outcome of an event/state.
Examples: He studied for the exam; He searched for rabbits.

Possessed: Possessed entities are those objects in someone’s possession. They are the
complements of verbs such as own, have, possess, fit , buy , and carry in English.
Examples: John has five bucks; He loaded the cart with hay; He bought it for five dollars

Proposition: Propositions are secondary events/states.
Examples: He wanted to study for the exam

Modifier: Modifiers are properties of things related to color, taste, size, etc.
Examples: The red book sitting on the table is old

Null: Null elements have no thematic contribution. Typical examples are impersonal it
and there in English.
Examples: It was raining all morning in Miami

Table 4. List of Theta Roles with Examples
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Omega ontology interface

TrEd: sentence parse editor

Tiamat: annotator interface

Fig. 7. TrEd Tree Editor (top left), Omega Ontology Browser (bottom left), and

Tiamat Annotation Interface (right).

tool was also developed to compare the output and to generate various evaluation
measures. (See Section 4.2 below.)

Figure 7 illustrates the annotation tools described above. Appendix A provides an
example of the internal representation resulting from the annotation of the sentence
presented earlier in Figure 2 using the Tiamat Annotation Interface.

4.2 Annotation Methodology

For the purpose of this discussion, we will restrict our attention to the annotations
provided for six pairs of English translations, one pair per source language.8 The

8 We also annotated the source-language versions of some of the texts, but our inter-
annotator reliability study focused on the annotation of English document pairs with
the highest number of human annotations.
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English translations are referred to by their source- and target-language version
numbers, e.g., A1E2 refers to the second English translation of the first Arabic
text. The 12 texts considered in this study are: A1E1, A1E2, F2E1, F2E2, H2E1,
H2E2, J2E1, J2E2, K1E1, K1E2, S1E1, and S1E2.

To derive IL1 from IL0, the annotators were instructed to annotate all nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs with Mikrokosmos concepts, WordNet concepts, and
theta grids. In order to determine an appropriate level of representational specificity
in the ontology, annotators were instructed to annotate each word twice—once with
one or more WordNet concepts and once with one or more Mikrokosmos concepts;
these two units of information are merged, or at least intertwined, in Omega.

Problem cases were flagged and brought to the attention of a guru (one of the
PIs). Annotators were also instructed to provide a thematic role for each depen-
dent of a verb. In many cases this was None, since adverbs and conjunctions were
dependents of verbs in the dependency tree.

A novelty of this annotation procedure is that it allows multiple senses to be
assigned to a word. Consider the word proposed in:

E: The Czech Minister of Transportation, Jan Strasky, proposed on Saturday that
the State buy back the shares held by Air France.

Omega offers concepts for propose that are defined as declare a plan, present for
consideration and intend. It can be argued that forcing the annotators to select only
one of these senses will result in the loss of some aspect of the meaning of propose
in this context. Indeed, one important question addressed in this project is that of
whether multiple annotators can agree on finer grained sense distinctions like these
(as opposed to coarse distinctions, e.g., the sense ask to marry) if they are allowed
to select multiple concepts. (This point will be discussed further in Section 5.)

Markup instructions are contained in three manuals: a manual for creating
IL0, a users’ guide for Tiamat (including procedural instructions), and a def-
initional guide to semantic roles. Together these manuals allowed the annota-
tor to understand (1) the intention behind aspects of the dependency structure;
(2) how to use Tiamat to mark up texts; and (3) how to determine appropri-
ate semantic roles and ontological concepts. All these manuals are available at
http://aitc.aitcnet.org/nsf/iamtc/tools.html.

All annotators at all sites worked on the same texts. Every week, IL0 represen-
tations for two translations of each of two texts were created, with each site being
responsible for IL0 creation for one of the six languages (including translations).
These then served as the basis for IL1 creation over a three-week period, with 2
annotators at each site. Our goal was for annotators to produce 144 IL1-annotated
texts (6 texts × 2 translations × 2 annotators × 6 sites). However, practical issues
(e.g., availability of annotators, coordination of annotations across sites, etc.) con-
strained our study to a smaller number of annotators (11 instead of 12) and fewer
annotators per document: 7 for one document (A1E1), 10 for seven documents
(A1E2, K1E1, K1E2, J2E1, J2E2, F2E1, and F2E2), and 9 for four documents
(S1E1, S1E2, H2E1, and H2E2), for a total of 113 annotated texts.

Each text annotation took about 3 hours. To test for the effects of coding two
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texts that are semantically close, since they are both translations of the same source
document, the order in which the texts were annotated differed from site to site,
with half the sites marking one translation first, and the other half of the sites
marking the other first. Half the sites annotated a full text at a time, and the other
half annotated them sentence-interleaved (similar sentences ordered consecutively).

In a practice period leading up to the final annotation phase, annotators at
each site were encouraged to discuss their annotations with each other and with
researchers at their site. Intermittent conference calls allowed annotators to bring
up various types of annotation problems and discuss alternative solution strategies.
During the final annotation phase, such calls were restricted to consideration of
completed texts, and adjustments to completed annotations were not permitted.

5 Evaluation of IL1 Annotations

The annotation we have described here forges new ground; thus, we have taken
an exploratory approach to its evaluation by looking at multiple cross sections of
the data, and using multiple analytic tools. With the exception of early work with
WordNet (Fellbaum et al., 1998), there has been little previous work on corpus an-
notation where all lexical items were annotated in context from an ontology, or of
theta-role annotation in corpora; thus, we had little prior knowledge to shape our
expectations about what annotators would do. In addition, the choices available
for theta-role annotation were dependent on the annotators’ choices for concept
annotation, but we did not anticipate the complexity this would pose for assess-
ing inter-annotator agreement. We report separate results for WordNet concepts,
Mikrokosmos concepts, and theta roles.

The questions we address are how to quantify agreement given the prevalence of
set-valued annotation categories; how to rate individual annotators in the absence
of a ground truth or other standard to measure them against; and how to partition
the IL1 data so as to discover which aspects of the annotation were more difficult
for annotators, and conversely, which subsets of the data are the most reliable.

The next section describes our approach to partitioning data and our choice of
agreement coefficients. Following this, we describe two agreement coefficients and
the differences between them and introduce a new distance metric called MASI
(for Measuring Agreement for Set-valued Items). We then overview the scope of
the annotation task. Finally, we present overall inter-annotator agreement results,
reliability scores for different parts of speech, and inter-annotator reliability for all
combinations of annotators.

5.1 Data Partitioning and Choice of Agreement Coefficients

In addition to reporting separate results for WordNet concepts, Mikrokosmos con-
cepts, and theta roles, we partition the annotation data in a variety of ways due
to the highly distributed nature of the data collection, and the large number of
annotators. To avoid obscuring site-dependent differences, we performed separate
reliability assessments on the twelve datasets corresponding to the two translations
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from each of the six source languages. The differences across sites became particu-
larly evident for theta-role annotation.

Note that each dataset has a different number of degrees of freedom, dependent
in part on the number of lexical items to annotate and the number of annotators.
The number of lexical items per dataset ranged from 76 (Hindi translation H2E2)
to 136 (French translation F2E2). By and large, a pair of translations of the same
source had roughly the same number of lexical items to annotate. However, this
was more true for the two translations of Hindi (H2E1 with 77 and H2E2 with 76)
and French (F2E1 with 130 and F2E2 with 136) than for the two translations of
Arabic (A1E1 with 80 and A1E2 with 97), Korean (K1E1 with 92 and K1E2 with
112), and Spanish (S1E1 with 116 and S1E2 with 124).

The different sites were responsible for different subsets of the data (different
source languages), and for training and supervising different annotators: CMU was
responsible for Japanese, Columbia for Hindi, ISI for Korean, Mitre for French,
NMSU for Spanish, and UMD for Arabic. There were eleven annotators who par-
ticipated, with no more than ten and no fewer than seven who annotated the same
dataset, meaning the same set of dependency parses from the same translation.
For a more fine-grained assessment of annotator behavior, we analyzed all possible
combinations of annotators for all subsets of size two to N, where N was the total
number of annotators on a given dataset.

Our general approach to exploring the characteristics of the IL1 data at the same
time that we assessed its reliability was to compare two agreement coefficients for
measuring inter-annotator reliability. Agreement coefficients used in computational
linguistics, such as Cohen’s κ (Cohen, 1968), Siegel and Castellan’s K (Siegel and
Castellan, 1988), Scott’s π (Scott, 1955), Krippendorff’s α (Krippendorff, 1980),
and so on, all compare the observed agreements among annotators to the amount of
agreement that would be expected if annotators made random selections from the
annotation categories. However, the coefficients differ regarding the computation
of chance agreement, and fall roughly into two categories: those that use a single
probability distribution to estimate chance agreement, and those that use a separate
probability distribution for each annotator. The latter type can detect differences in
bias across annotators, so for ease of reference, we refer to the two types as bias-free
and bias-sensitive. Each type has strengths and weaknesses, as we note below in a
separate section.

Because we had no basis for choosing one agreement coefficient over the other,
we began by using one coefficient of each type: Krippendorff’s α (bias free) and β

(Artstein and Poesio, 2005) (bias sensitive; an extension of Cohen’s weighted κ to
accommodate numbers of coders greater than two). We report both metrics in our
initial results on the twelve datasets for the concept annotation tasks. After showing
that the two metrics yield virtually the same results, we restrict our analysis to α in
reporting our more fine-grained analyses. In part, this is because the treatment of
missing values, which turns out to be important in this dataset, is a much simpler
computation for α than for β.

One of the more specific questions we address is how to compare annotations
when annotators are free to choose multiple categories if they cannot decide between
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them, or if they feel a single choice is insufficient. For a typical annotation task in
computational linguistics, annotators choose a single label from a predetermined
set of labels. The comparison of the choice made by one annotator for a given item
with the choice made by another annotator is made on a categorical basis, meaning
the annotators agree if they have chosen the same label and disagree otherwise.
Such data is referred to as nominal data. However, some tasks ask annotators to
choose labels from an interval scale, or other type of data scale. Both κ and α can
be weighted in order to assign partial agreemment or disagreement among data
values using the appropriate scale, but the scales discussed in previous literature
did not include set-valued data.

Elsewhere, we have proposed that when annotation values are sets, a set-based
weighting should be used to scale the comparison of values (Passonneau, 2004;
Passonneau et al., 2005, 2006; Passonneau, 2006). A weighting, or distance metric
was designed to handle coreference annotation and it was argued that this same
weighting, referred to as MASI (Measuring Agreement for Set-valued Items) is
appropriate for a wide range of semantic and pragmatic annotations, including the
IAMTC data discussed here.9 Here we have expanded the analysis of the IL1 data
presented in (Passonneau et al., 2006) in two ways. We have added the computation
of agreement using β: when compared with α values this allows us to determine
whether annotators have different biases. Another change is that here we factor out
missing values.

5.2 Methods

This section gives a general explanation of agreement coefficients, describes the
interpretation of agreement results, and defines the MASI distance metric.

5.2.1 Background on Bias-Free and Bias-Sensitive Agreement Coefficients

Annotation data is tabulated in an i by j matrix that represents all decisions made
by all annotators. If the i rows represent the i annotators, and the j columns rep-
resent the j items being annotated, then each cell (i, j) contains the kth value (or
category) that the ith coder chose for the jth unit. Table 5 gives a hypothetical ex-
ample of concepts selected for four lexical items by 5 annotators. There are twenty
cells in the table, and ten unique values. The observed agreement is calculated by
counting all observed pairs of values within each column that agree, and dividing
by the total number of such pairs. In column one, for example, Ann1 agrees with
Ann2 and Ann5, Ann2 agrees with Ann1 and Ann5, and so on. In any one column,
each annotator can be compared with four other annotators, yielding twenty pairs
per column, or eighty for the table. Of these eighty pairs, thirty agree, so the ob-
served agreement is 30

80 , or .375, and the observed disagreement is therefore .625.
An agreement coefficient factors out how much of the observed agreement (or dis-

9 See (Artstein and Poesio, 2005), which discusses the proposal in (Passonneau, 2004).
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1.cost 2.zone 3.launch 4.make

Ann1 COST ZONE<PART FOUND<OPEN MAKE<BECOME
Ann2 COST ZONE>ISLAND FOUND<OPEN MAKE<BECOME
Ann3 MONETARY VALUE ZONE>ISLAND LAUNCH<MOVE MAKE<BECOME
Ann4 TOLL<VALUE ZONE LAUNCH<MOVE MAKE<BECOME
Ann5 COST ZONE FOUND<OPEN MAKE<HAVE

Table 5. A Sample Reliability Matrix with Five Coders, Four Items, Ten Values

agreement) would be given by a chance distribution, given some assumption about
the probability of each annotation category.

Agreement coefficients (or disagreement coefficients) all use the same general for-
mula to factor out chance agreement. Where AO represents observed agreement,
DO the observed disagreement, and AE and DE the expected agreement and dis-
agreement, then the general formula for measuring agreement is:

AO −AE
1−AE

(1)

and for measuring disagreement it is the equivalent formula:

1− DO

DE
(2)

Values range from one to very close to minus one. A value of one represents perfect
agreement, zero represents no deviation from chance distribution, and values near
minus one represent disagreement that is far from chance distribution. This would
occur if two annotators always used the opposite annotation values.

When computing inter-annotator reliability for multiple coders, it is always nec-
essary to calculate observed and expected agreement relative to all coders at once,
rather than summing the results for all pairwise combinations. Thus it is desirable
to compute agreement using a formula that handles multiple coders.

Consider how one would compute the probability that a coder will assign COST
as a value, using the data in Table 5. If it is assumed that all annotators should
more or less make the same choices, and any one annotator will deviate more or
less from a hypothetical norm, then the proportion of COST in the entire dataset is
taken as an estimate of the probability that any annotator would use COST; here
COST occurs in three out of 20 cells, thus p(COST)=0.15

Krippendorff’s α is an example of what we refer to as a bias-free coefficient
because it uses the preceding assumption that all annotators are considered to have
an equal likelihood of using a particular annotation category. The first agreement
coefficient to make this assumption was probably Scott’s π; alpha is equivalent to
π for large samples; Siegel and Castellan’s K makes the same assumption. Other
desirable properties of Krippendorff’s α are that it applies to multiple coders, and
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handles a wide range of data scales by incorporating a distance metric for weighting
the agreement on any pair of values.

Let us take c to be the coders, i the items being coded, k the annotation cate-
gories (or values), nik the number of coders who assign item i to category k, nck
the number of items assigned by coder c to category k, and nk the number of items
assigned by all coders to category k. Let δ be the distance between two assignments
to item i, kn and km. For categorical scales, because Alpha measures disagreements,
δ is 0 when kn=km, and 1 when kn 6= km. Thus nothing is added to the summa-
tion of disagreements when two coders’ choices on an item i is the same. This is
the unweighted distance metric which says that any disagreement is full disagree-
ment, and any agreement is full agreement. Then formulas for computing observed
disagreement (DO) and expected disagreement (DE) for α are:

DO =
1

ic(c− 1)

∑
i∈I

k∑
j=1

k∑
j=l

nikjnikldkjkl(3)

Dα
E =

1
ic(ic− 1)

k∑
j=1

k∑
j=l

nkjnkldkjkl(4)

DO (the numerator of the term in 2) is a summation over the product of counts
of all pairs of values kn and km, times the distance metric δ, across rows. Dα

E (the
denominator of the term in 2) is a summation of agreements and disagreements
within columns. Below we discuss the use of MASI as the distance metric δ instead
of the binary-valued metric used for categorical data.

Cohen’s κ takes annotator bias into account by assuming that annotators have
independent behaviors. For example, a separate probability would be computed for
COST in Table 5, depending on the annotator. A weighted version of κ was first
proposed in (Cohen, 1968), and a version of weighted κ that also accommodates
multiple coders, referred to as β, has recently been presented in (Artstein and
Poesio, 2005).

The formula for computing DO for β is the same as for α (equation 3); the formula
for DE for β is:

Dβ
E =

1
i2
(
c
2

) k∑
j=1

k∑
l=1

c−1∑
m=1

c∑
n=m+1

ncmkjncnkldkjkl(5)

Di Eugenio and Glass argue that a more complete picture of inter-annotator
reliability is given by presenting the results for both bias-free and bias-sensitive
metrics. The more alike the values are, the lower the degree of bias in the data.
The more disparate the values, the greater the bias. For the data given in Table 5,
α=0.32 and β=0.31.10

For a more detailed discussion of these agreement coefficients, the underlying

10 For a detailed illustration of the step-by-step computation of α, see (Krippendorff,
1980), and for a detailed illustration of the step-by-step computation of β, see (Artstein
and Poesio, 2005).
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assumptions that affect qualitative interpretation, and examples showing a range
of quantitative differences they yield, the reader is referred to (di Eugenio and
Glass, 2004) and (Artstein and Poesio, 2005).

5.2.2 Interpreting Agreement Results

Krippendorff (Krippendorff, 1980) proposed that inter-annotator agreement of 0.67
supports “cautious conclusions,” and that 0.8 represents “solid results.” At the same
time, he argued against “ad hoc” standards that would apply across the board and
that in regard to the question of how reliable is reliable enough, “there is no set
answer” (p. 146). As with statistical inference in general, interpretation of results
depends on how the data will be used. If there is no single use, which is the intended
situation for the IAMTC data, there is no single answer. In a study of data from the
2005 Document Understanding Conference (Passonneau et al., 2005), it is pointed
out that datasets for computational linguistic applications are often assembled in-
dependent of a specific application, or are intended for multiple applications. As
a consequence, it is necessary to resort to general criteria, such as those proposed
by Krippendorff, to begin addressing the question of whether annotations are reli-
able. But the reliability analysis should not stop there. A reliability value that is
sufficient for one task might not be for another, so it is always useful to compare
one annotation against another within the context of a specific task. We hope that
users of the IAMTC data will do so.

Inter-annotator reliability metrics can support other types of inference besides
evidence for or against the reliability of the data for a particular purpose. In the
data presented here, we use reliability metrics in a contrastive manner, to identify
subsets of the data that are more or less reliable. We find, unsurprisingly, that some
annotators are more consistently reliable than others, that some datasets were coded
more reliably than others, and that different subtasks were more reliably executed
than others.

5.2.3 MASI

MASI is a distance metric for comparing two sets, much like an association measure
such as Jaccard (1908) or Dice (1945). In fact, it incorporates Jaccard, as explained
below. When used to weight the computation of inter-annotator agreement, it is
independent of the method in which probability is computed, thus of the expected
agreement. It can be used in any weighted agreement metric, such as α or β.

As explained above, annotators were allowed to select multiple concepts or theta
roles if a single selection seemed insufficient. Table 6 shows an example of an as-
signment of WordNet concepts by nine annotators to the lexical item cost . Five
annotators selected a singleton set, one selected a superset with two members, and
three selected a larger superset with three members. If no weighting is applied
to the comparison of values for these annotations, then annotators one through
five agree with each other, but disagree with annotators six through nine. Fur-
ther, all disagreements are treated equal, meaning that {COST} is as dissimilar
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Annotators Set Label WordNet Concepts

1-5 A {COST}
6 B {COST, MONETARY VALUE}

7-9 C {COST, MONETARY VALUE, TOLL<VALUE}

Table 6. Three Monotonically Increasing Sets

from {COST, MONETARY VALUE} as it is from {COST, MONETARY VALUE,
TOLL<VALUE}. In our view, this fails to capture important relations among the
annotation values. We offer an alternative method using MASI that treats the
dissimilarities differentially, depending on two factors: whether the sets are in a
monotonic relation, and the difference in size of the sets.

Given two sets, A and B, The formula for MASI is:

1− JA,B ×MA,B .(6)

where J is the Jaccard (1908) metric for comparing two sets: a ratio of the car-
dinality of the intersection of two sets to their union. M (for monotonicity) is a
four-point scale that takes on the value 1 when two sets are identical, 2/3 when one
is a subset of the other, 1/3 when the intersection and both set differences are non-
null, and 0 when the sets are disjoint. MASI ranges from zero to one. It approaches
0 as two sets have more members in common and are more nearly equal in size.
Referring to Table 6, MASIA,B = 1 − 1

2 ×
2
3 = .67; MASIA,C = 1 − 1

3 ×
2
3 = .78;

MASIB,C = 1 − 2
3 ×

2
3 = .56. By this measure, sets B and C are most alike, and

sets A and C are most dissimilar.

5.3 Scope of the Annotation Task

Here we provide a concrete sense of the number of decisions annotators were faced
with, and the degrees of freedom for each decision, across all three annotation tasks.
As we noted in the preceding section, the concept annotation and theta-role anno-
tation tasks were quite distinct. All open-class lexical stems were assigned concepts,
whereas theta-role annotation was performed only for verb arguments (since these
were based on the verb-centric LCS framework described in Section 3.3), including
explicit pronouns and elided pronouns. Also, the choices made during concept anno-
tation determined whether there were theta-role annotation decisions that could be
compared. As with most lexical semantic representations (cf. FrameNet, PropBank),
we assume theta-role selection is governed by the verb sense. For convenience, we
will refer to a concept selection for a verb, along with the grammatical arguments
of the verb, including the subject, as a theta domain. Annotators were required to
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Total Concepts Concepts
#Annotators Concepts Plus Grid Minus Grid

9 14 3 11
8 29 5 24
7 41 16 25
6 31 13 18
5 40 20 20
4 40 18 22
3 61 24 37
2 122 58 64
1 250 182 68

TOTALS 628 289 339

Table 7. Number of Theta Domains agreed upon for each Cardinality of
Annotators

select theta roles for each argument; thus, we evaluate agreement by comparing all
roles within a theta domain across annotators.11

The number of concept annotation decisions is much greater than the correspond-
ing number for theta-role annotation. Although annotators had a number of choices
for selecting theta grids, they had far fewer than for concepts. Overall, there were
1,268 lexical items to which the annotators were asked to assign concepts, in con-
trast to 628 theta domains. For concept annotation, all annotators were faced with
the same decision, thus we can compare the 1,268 lexical items across all annota-
tors, including those who made no selection. In contrast, for annotation of theta
domains, we first have to identify sets of annotators who made theta-role decisions
for the same theta domains.

Table 7 illustrates how the 628 theta domains become further partitioned. It
lists how many verb concepts were agreed on by N annotators for all values of N
up to nine; there were no cases where ten annotators agreed on the concept for
a governing verb. By subtracting the case of 1 annotator, we get only 378 cases
where at least two annotators agreed on the concept, hence on the theta domain.
It is for these 378 cases that we can measure inter-annotator agreement. Columns
three and four show a further distinction relevant to assessing agreement that we
will discuss further below. Many of the verb concepts had at least one theta grid
(289), but more than half had no associated grid (339). We assess agreement on
theta roles separately for verb concepts with and without grids.

The concept annotation and theta-role annotation tasks also differed regarding

11 This is in contrast to the evaluation of agreement on theta roles given in (Passonneau
et al., 2006), where agreement was assessed per theta role, rather than per theta domain.
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the number of values annotators could select. In principle, the full set of concept
selections made by annotators was unbounded given that annotators could make
multiple selections of concepts. Note that the totals for all types of annotations
include None and no selection (a missing value) as possible annotation labels. The
1,268 lexical items were labeled using 1,864 distinct WordNet concept sets composed
from 1,509 distinct WordNet senses; annotators used 569 distinct Mikrokosmos
concept sets composed from 438 distinct concepts. In contrast, for labeling theta
roles, annotators still had a large number of choices, but far fewer than for concepts.
There were fifteen theta-role labels, plus the two additional responses of None and
no selection, yielding seventeen items that could be combined in various ways for an
entire theta grid. The number of combinations is quite large, but many would never
occur. The number that actually occur is 108; eliminating None and no selection
gives 58 observed theta-grid selections. The breakdown for the 108 grids by number
of roles is 45 with three roles, 47 with two roles and 16 with one.

5.4 Results

Below we present overall inter-annotator results, reliability scores for four parts of
speech, and inter-annotator reliability for all combinations of annotators. Results
from the two metrics used in our evaluations differ very little, indicating an absence
of coder bias. Overall inter-annotator agreement rates for three types of annotation
(on the 12 datasets) indicate that reliability is quite good for concept annotation,
and even better when missing values are handled appropriately. Reliability for theta-
role annotation is better than chance only when the annotator selects from an
existing theta grid; theta-role annotation is clearly more difficult for annotators
than concept annotation.

In comparing the several translation subsets, the data show a trend of highest
reliability in the middle of the project. We hypothesize that the increase relative to
the beginning of the project is due to a training effect, and the slight degradation
at the end of the project to time pressure. We also report results for each dataset
partitioned by part of speech, which shows that assigning concepts to verbs is more
difficult for annotators than for other parts of speech. Finally, we summarize the
results of comparing all combinations of annotators, and show how this compar-
ison yields information about individual annotators, as well as which subsets of
annotators produce the best annotations.

5.4.1 General Results

Overall inter-annotator results are shown in Table 8 for WordNet concepts, Table 9
for Mikrokosmos concepts, and Tables 11–12 for theta roles. Because different sets
of annotators were involved in each dataset, the tables present results separately
for each of the English translations from Arabic, French, Hindi, Japanese, Korean,
and Spanish. The double lines separate document sets that were annotated earlier
versus later.

Tables 8 and 9 have the same format. The number of annotators is shown in
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Docset # Annotators # Lexical Items # Values α β αMiss

A1E1 7 80 151 0.54 0.55 0.69

A1E2 10 97 249 0.45 0.45 0.66

K1E1 10 112 211 0.44 0.45 0.68

K1E2 10 92 163 0.40 0.41 0.68

J2E1 10 111 286 0.60 0.60 0.72

J2E2 10 117 294 0.55 0.56 0.74

S1E1 9 116 287 0.60 0.60 0.69

S1E2 9 124 278 0.60 0.60 0.71

F2E1 10 130 237 0.49 0.49 0.68

F2E2 10 136 267 0.42 0.42 0.64

H2E1 9 77 129 0.56 0.56 0.68

H2E2 9 76 148 0.58 0.58 0.68

Mean 9.4 105.7 225 0.52 0.52 0.69

Table 8. α and β Values using the MASI Distance Metric for WordNet Concept
Annotations

column two, but not the identity. The ten annotators who coded French2 (F2E2),
for example, were not the same ten coders annotators who coded Arabic1 (A1E2).
Column 3 gives the number of lexical items, which is a rough measure of the relative
scope of the task across document sets, and column 4 gives the number of distinct
values (sets of concepts). Columns 5 and 6 give the α and β values using the MASI
distance metric; for these computations, missing values were treated as another
annotation category. Column 7 gives the α values using MASI, but where we use
a computation presented in (Krippendorff, 2007) for handling missing values. The
principle behind this computation is that instead of considering all comparisons
within the i by j table of k values, only those cells are considered that have non-
missing values. Observed disagreement, for example, is the ratio of disagreements
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Docset # Annotators # Lexical Items # Values α β αMiss

A1E1 7 80 63 .26 .29 .60

A1E2 10 97 95 .29 .30 .67

K1E1 10 112 78 .40 .41 .75

K1E2 10 92 75 .34 .35 .72

J2E1 10 111 115 .40 .41 .73

J2E2 10 117 118 .38 .39 .74

S1E1 9 116 106 .35 .37 .72

S1E2 9 124 108 .37 .38 .74

F2E1 10 130 71 .26 .28 .68

F2E2 10 136 83 .18 .21 .61

H2E1 9 77 63 .40 .41 .75

H2E2 9 76 74 .41 .42 .75

Mean 9.4 105.7 87.4 .34 .35 .71

Table 9. α and β Values using the MASI Distance Metric for Mikrokosmos
Concept Annotations

to the total choices made by annotators, not to the total number of possible choices.
For the precise method, the reader is referred to (Krippendorff, 2007).

Agreement values in Tables 8–9 differ very little between the two metrics for
computing inter-annotator reliability, α and β. This is due in part to the very large
number of distinct annotation values. This leads to relatively low probabilities for
any value, thus smaller differences in probability for different methods of computing
the probability that a given value will occur. In subsequent tables, we will no longer
report β. When missing values are factored out (column 7 of the three tables),
inter-annotator agreement increases to a quite respectable level for the concept
annotations, and decreases for the theta-role annotations. Due to the clear difference
when missing values are factored out, we report all subsequent results using this
metric (αMiss).
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Both types of annotations yielded roughly the same reliability. The primary dif-
ference between the two concept annotations is that the Mikrokosmos concept an-
notations have missing values more often, which can be seen indirectly in the large
difference in the mean of the number of values (sets of concepts) assigned per trans-
lation set: 225 for WordNet concepts versus 87.4 for Mikrokosmos concepts. This
result is not unexpected, given that WordNet has much broader coverage.

Whatever the reason for the missing values for the concept annotations, it appar-
ently does not reflect annotator confusion about the task, given that the consistency
among annotators is more apparent after factoring out the missing values. The
means for αMiss are .69 and .71 for WordNet concepts and Mikrokosmos concepts,
respectively. Note that means are reported only for convenience and are not meant
to represent a global reliability measure. In fact, we performed separate analyses
for the different translation sets because the topics discussed are somewhat differ-
ent, which could potentially lead to more or less difficulty in the semantic task of
selecting concepts. We do see clear differences in reliability across translation sets
for all three tables, a point we return to below.

In contrast to the concept annotation task, the theta-role annotation task pro-
duced far fewer data points and exhibited less agreement among annotators. It is
important to keep in mind that for each theta domain, there were several dimen-
sions of freedom. As noted above (section 5.3), each annotator was free to select
any concept for the governing verb. Second, for any concept selection, the ontology
might associate one or more theta grids with the concept, or no theta grids. Third,
if there were any theta grids associated with the concept, the annotator was free to
select one or not. However, in contrast to the concept annotation, annotators could
not make multiple selections. Thus we report inter-annotator agreement without
using a distance metric. In the course of presenting our results for agreement on
theta-role assignment, we will discuss how much freedom annotators actually took
with respect to each of the above dimensions. This will clarify the characteristics
of the datasets being analyzed.

We have already seen results indicating that the amount of agreement on Word-
Net concepts or Mikrokosmos concepts varies with the dataset. Later we will see
that verbs have the lowest agreement. To assess agreement on theta domains, we
must identify those cases where the same annotators were presented with the same
theta domains for which to choose theta roles. Given the large number of annotators
(a maximum of ten per dataset), for any verb-concept pair that any one annotator
identified, there are a large number of combinations of other annotators that might
identify the same verb-concept pair. Table 10 shows the number of assignments of
seven different concepts (and associated theta grids) to a single verb token. The
first three fields of the entries in the first column give the sentence id, the verb root,
and a numeric identifier for the lexical item; the last field gives the concept that
was assigned. One concept (see<think) was selected by eight annotators, four by
two, and two by one. One annotator made five assignments (7), one made four (2),
and so on.

One of the key points to note from Table 10 is that while there were four concepts
selected by exactly two annotators, in three cases, it was the same pair of annotators
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sentence-verb-id-concept #grids #annotators which anns

A1E2-8.consider.200.see<think 3 8 1,2,5,6,8,9,10,11
A1E2-8.consider.200.consider 0 2 2,7
A1E2-8.consider.200.moot 0 2 2,7
A1E2-8.consider.200.study>liken 2 2 2,7
A1E2-8.consider.200.think>see 1 2 5,6
A1E2-8.consider.200.take>play 0 1 7
A1E2-8.consider.200.regard<look 0 1 7

Table 10. Illustration of Annotator Assignment of Concepts to one Verb

(2,7), and in the fourth case it was a different pair (5,6). We create one agreement
matrix for all the theta domains examined by the same set of annotators, thus one
for 2 and 7, and a separate, analogous matrix for annotators 5 and 6.

Table 10 also illustrates how the number of theta grids seen by annotators varies
(column 2), depending on the concept. There were 339 theta domains that had no
grid associated with the concept selection, and 289 that had grids, with an aver-
age of 2.2 grids per concept (the maximum was 7). We computed inter-annotator
agreement separately for the two cases of zero grids versus one or more, on the
view that if annotators were presented with a theta grid, they were more likely to
agree on theta-role choices for a given theta domain. This turns out to be the case.
However, agreement varied widely, and was often no better than chance.

Table 11 gives the inter-annotator agreement figures for theta domains where a
theta grid was associated with the concept selected from the ontology, and where
the same annotators agreed on at least two theta domains. The annotator data for
theta roles is quite sparse in comparison to the number of theta domains; note the
absence of agreement matrices here for S1E1 or S1E2. This is due in part to the
experimental design, where annotators selected concepts and theta roles in one step.
To compute agreement among a given set of annotators on theta roles, there must
first be a fixed set of annotators greater than one, all of whom chose the same verb
concept for the same verb in the case of at least two verbs. It sometimes happens,
for example, that while there may be three annotators who select the same concept
for verb Vi, and three annotators who select the samee concept for verb Vj , it is not
the same three annotators. This happened to be the general case for the Spanish
data.

The first two columns, the number of theta domains and the number of coders,
gives the size of the agreement matrix. As Table 11 shows, when a given translation
set has only a few agreement matrices, the values often vary widely; A1E1, for
example, has four matrices, three of which include only two theta domains, and
agreement ranges from perfect to no different from chance.

Table 11 also illustrates that most translation sets have three or fewer agreement
matrices, typically with only a few theta domains, or only a few annotators. K1E1
presents the most unusual case in that there are nine agreement matrices, and
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Docset #Theta Domains #Annotators Which Coders αMiss

A1E1 4 5 5, 7, 9, 10, 11 0.24
2 6 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 0
2 5 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 1.0
2 5 5, 8, 9, 10, 11 0.22

A1E2 5 9 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 0.26
3 8 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 0.06
3 8 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 0.37
2 4 1, 2, 6, 9 -0.25
2 3 1, 5, 6 1.0

F2E1 3 3 1, 2, 6 0.33
2 5 1, 2, 6, 9, 11 0.23

F2E2 2 2 2, 6 0.40

H2E1 3 7 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11 0.34
2 7 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 -0.03

H2E2 3 8 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 0.16
3 7 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11 0.36

J2E1 2 2 2, 6 1.0
2 2 6, 7 -0.20

J2E2 5 2 2, 6 0.69
2 7 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 -0.04
2 3 2, 6, 7 0.55

K1E1 18 2 2, 6 0.74
6 3 5, 6, 8 0.58
4 3 2, 6, 9 0.71
3 2 6, 8 0.29
2 7 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 11 0.23
2 6 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 10 0.21
2 6 1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 10 0.52
2 5 1, 6, 8, 10, 11 0.56
2 2 5, 6 0.40

K1E2 7 2 2, 6 1.0
2 8 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 0.42
2 3 5, 6, 8 1.0

Table 11. Inter-Annotator Agreement for Theta Domains with Theta Grids
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Docset #Theta Domains #Annotators Which Coders αMiss

A1E2 2 3 2, 6, 8 -0.20
6 2 7, 10 1.0

F2E1 2 7 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11 0.14

H2E2 2 2 2, 7 -0.20

J2E1 2 2 2, 7 1.0

J2E2 2 9 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 -0.01
2 5 1, 7, 9, 10, 11 -0.08
2 3 5, 9, 10 0.38

K1E1 3 7 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 0.20
2 2 2, 8 0.40

K1E2 2 7 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 0.04
2 7 1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 0.14

S1E1 2 2 2, 6 0

Table 12. Inter-Annotator Agreement for Theta Domains without Theta Grids

in about half these cases, the agreement is moderately good. In one case where
agreement is above 0.70, two annotators agreed on theta-role selections for eighteen
theta domains (α=0.74). In the other case, three annotators agreed on theta roles
for four theta domains (α=0.71).

Table 12 gives the results for the set of theta domains where annotators saw no
grid. Here the data is even more sparse than for Table 11. Despite the fact that there
were more theta domains without grids overall (cf. Table 7), there were far fewer
that multiple annotators had in common. Table 12 has thirteen rows in contrast to
thirty-four in Table 11, and all but two of the thirteen rows have only two theta
domains per agreement matrix. Agreement was perfect for two matrices, was about
0.40 for two, but otherwise was no different from chance.

The differences between the three subgroups we identified on the basis of the time
period at which the annotation was performed (Arabic/Korean, Japanese/Spanish,
French/Hindi) reaffirm the motivation for reporting reliability separately for each
data set. In Table 11, we see a striking difference for one data set: K1E1. However,
we have too little information to explain the larger number of agreement matrices,
and higher agreement values. In Tables 8 and 9, the three inter-annotator agreement
columns all show the greatest inter-annotator reliability for the English translations
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H2E1-6 Last year, due to a famine, the growth rate had been 1 per cent lesser than the
estimated growth rate.

H2E2-6 Last year due to drought conditions, India’s economy grew at a rate 1% less
then estimated.

Fig. 8. Two translations of the Same Source Sentence from Hindi

of Japanese and Spanish. We have too little information to account for this differ-
ence, but we consider three possibilities. First, it is possible that the sites that
performed the Japanese and Spanish annotations provided more support for the
annotator task, either through better training, a more consistent schedule, or other
types of human factors. In an earlier paper (Passonneau et al., 2006) where we re-
ported only the column five metric (α using MASI, no special treatment of missing
values), we suggested there was a possible training effect, with lower inter-annotator
reliability while annotators were still learning the task, then lasting improvement
once the project was truly underway. Here, where we can see a consistent pattern
across three metrics instead of a single one, we can see more clearly that there seems
to be some degradation towards the end of the project, which could be a result of
greater time pressure.

Other possible sources of difference between the document set reliability scores
could depend on differences in the semantic complexity of the concepts expressed, or
to differences in the translation quality. Figure 8 shows two translations of the same
sentence. The first translation is a less fluent sentence of English: the repetition of
the NP the growth rate is somewhat awkward, and the word less would have been
more correct instead of lesser . This could potentially affect the annotators’ certainty
about the meaning. However, it is difficult to imagine how to control for either of
these conditions, apart from conducting a very large scale study.

5.4.2 Partitioning the Data by Part-of-Speech

We computed separate reliability scores for the four parts of speech that were
annotated: noun, verb, adj and adverb. In general, the reliability scores by part
of speech were distributed similarly to the full set, with nouns having somewhat
higher reliability on average. Verbs, however, had significantly lower scores. Table 13
shows the αMASI/miss values for the full dataset in column two, and for each part
of speech in columns three through six. The last row of the table gives the mean
of each column (again, for illustrative purposes only), showing that verbs had the
lowest mean reliability.

5.4.3 Comparing Annotators

Table 14 summarizes the results for the WordNet concept annotations from comput-
ing inter-annotator reliability for all combinations of annotators from 2 to N, where
N is the total number of annotators. In this way, we were able to identify groups
of individual annotators with more consistently high inter-annotator agreement, as
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All Noun Adj Verb Adv

A1E1 N=80 N=40 N=22 N=16 N=2
0.69 0.67 0.69 0.67 1

A1E2 N=97 N=49 N=17 N=24 N=7
0.66 0.67 0.59 0.67 0.58

K1E1 N=112 N=65 N=9 N=31 N=7
0.68 0.71 0.77 0.52 0.81

K1E2 N=92 N=56 N=9 N=21 N=6
0.68 0.66 0.74 0.62 0.72

J2E1 N=111 N=57 N=22 N=22 N=10
0.72 0.78 0.66 0.54 0.85

J2E2 N=117 N=58 N=23 N=27 N=9
0.74 0.80 0.73 0.54 0.81

S1E1 N=116 N=66 N=25 N=14 N=11
0.69 0.72 0.64 0.62 0.63

S1E2 N=124 N=75 N=30 N=14 N=5
0.71 0.75 0.64 0.59 0.54

F2E1 N=130 N=71 N=37 N=15 N=7
0.68 0.66 0.72 0.56 0.69

F2E2 N=136 N=76 N=41 N=12 N=7
0.64 0.61 0.73 0.51 0.54

H2E1 N=77 N=42 N=13 N=16 N=6
0.68 0.70 0.58 0.65 0.60

H2E2 N=76 N=40 N=16 N=15 N=5
0.68 0.71 0.63 0.68 0.26

Mean 0.69 0.71 0.68 0.59 0.64

Table 13. αMiss Partitioned by Part-of-speech

well as determine which selection of annotators would yield the most consistent
annotations.

The column labeled N in Table 14 indicates the maximum number of coders
to achieve an agreement of .70 or higher. Column WHO indicates the identity
of the best subset of coders that achieves this threshold, while AVGN gives the
average reliability over all combinations of coders of the same cardinality N. Clearly,
reliability depends on which annotators are used. In addition, Table 14 illustrates
that very good reliability can be achieved by dropping relatively fewer coders. If
we restrict our attention to the two best codes per dataset, reliability ranges from
0.75 to 0.83.
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DocSet full reli subset reli N WHO AVGN

A1E1 0.69 0.71 6 of 7 4 5 7 9 10 11 0.69
A1E2 0.66 0.70 7 of 10 1 2 4 6 8 9 11 0.66
K1E1 0.68 0.71 9 of 10 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 .68
K1E2 0.68 0.70 9 of 10 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 .68

J2E1 0.72 0.74 9 of 10 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 .72
J2E1 0.74 0.74 10 of 10
S1E1 0.69 0.70 8 of 9 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 .69

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
S1E2 0.71 .72 8 of 9 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 .71

1 2 4 5 6 8 9 10 11
F2E1 0.68 0.73 8 of 10 2 3 4 5 6 9 10 11 0.68
F2E2 0.64 0.70 7 of 10 2 3 4 5 6 10 11 0.52
H2E1 0.68 0.71 7 of 9 1 2 4 6 9 10 11 0.68
H2E2 0.69 0.71 8 of 9 1 2 4 5 6 9 10 11 0.68

Table 14. Maximum Number (N) of Coders to Achieve Agreement of .70 or above
vs. Average across all Combinations of N Coders (AVGN )

Figure 15 indicates how often each coder occurred in the subset that achieves a
reliability of 0.70 or greater in the eleven translation subsets excluding A1E1, which
had only seven coders. As shown, coders 2, 4, 6 and 11 were always in the subset
of best coders; coders 9 and 10 were in the best subset all but one time. Thus half
the coders were consistently very reliable. A similar analysis of the Mikrokosmos
concept and theta-role reliability results indicates that relatively more coders would
need to be dropped to reach the same threshold of .70.

6 Related Work

The closest comparison to the present analysis is (Fellbaum et al., 1998), which as-
sessed the performance of WordNet sense annotation using a large number of novice
annotators. Annotators assigned a single WordNet sense for each closed class lex-
eme in approximately 660 words of running text. Approximately half the words
were open-class lexemes, and the average number of senses was 6.6, with verbs be-
ing the most polysemous items. Instead of inter-annotator agreement coefficients,
percent agreement and confidence ratings were used to assess the seventeen anno-
tators. Overall agreement was 79% among novice taggers, and 74% if experts were
included. Agreement was lowest for verbs, which corresponds to our findings.

For our IAMTC data and in the WordNet task, novice annotators were instructed
to examine specific lexical items for which they were to select concepts. In a similar
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Coder N of 11 times

2 11
4 11
6 11
11 11
9 10
10 10
5 9
1 6
8 5
3 4
7 4

Table 15. Number of Times each Coder Occurs in the Subset of Coders Achieving
Inter-Annotator Reliability of 0.70 (in 11 of the 12 Translation Subsets)

annotation task with FrameNet (Fillmore et al., 2003), but with expert annotators,
annotators had to select which items to annotate from running text (Collin Baker,
personal communication). Separate calculations were made regarding whether a
word constituted a target, meaning whether FrameNet contained an appropriate
concept (or Frame); this amounts to the question of whether annotators agreed on
which words constitute Lexical Units (LUs; lexeme-sense pairs). For this stage of
annotation, nine annotators had 86% agreement. Given cases of agreement on LUs,
94% agreed on the choice of frame. The higher figures for FrameNet compared
with WordNet may be due to the smaller size of FrameNet in comparison with
WordNet. The corresponding kappa value ranged from 0.65 for all annotators, to
0.74 for all but the worst annotator, to 0.87 for the two best annotators. These are
quite comparable to our results.

In the role labeling task for PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005), individual annotators
were presented with a specific class of items selected from corpora, rather than all
words of running text. Annotators were retrained until they reached a specified
level of agreement (Colin Baker, personal communication). For verbs from two
corpora, percent agreement measures and kappa values were reported for verb role
identification, verb role classification and the combination of the two, for pairs of
annotations prior to an adjudication step. The verbs being annotated were less
polysemous than the WordNet lexemes described above: 77% of the verbs had a
single PropBank frame, with a maximum of twenty frames. In comparison, only
20% of the words in the WordNet text were monosemous, and an individual word
could have as many as forty concepts or senses. For cases where annotators agreed
on the verb roles, kappa values of 0.91 and 0.93 were reported on a per role basis
(Palmer et al., 2005), depending on whether verb phrase adjuncts are included (e.g.,
temporal adverbs). In this work, somewhat lower kappa values of 0.84 were given
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for lexical items that at least one annotator classified as an argument; however,
neither the method of expected agreement nor the number of degrees of freedom is
specified.

The PropBank and FrameNet results indicate the benefit of using trained anno-
tators, and in partitioning the task so that any annotation resembling semantic role
labeling is done separately. The higher values found for PropBank show the benefit
of assigning only selected lexical items to annotators, rather than having the same
annotator do every word of running text.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In the NLP literature, inter-annotator agreement measures are usually presented in
order to make the claim that an annotation is reliable. We have demonstrated that
the WordNet concept and Mikrokosmos concept annotations are relatively reliable,
given the application of a distance metric for measuring inter-annotator reliability
on set-valued items (MASI), which was originally designed for co-reference an-
notation. We have also illustrated another use of reliability measures, namely to
examine variations in reliability along different dimensions. As a consequence, we
have been able to demonstrate that coders performed most reliably in the middle of
the project, and we identified individual annotators that performed most reliably.

Regarding the annotation task itself, we found that verbs are more difficult to
assign conceptual labels to than the other parts of speech, and that theta-role as-
signment was quite difficult for annotators. The fact that one site achieved relatively
high reliability on theta-role annotation (for the Korean datasets) indicates that
under some conditions, even novice annotators can perform theta-role annotation
reliably.

We have demonstrated the feasibility of applying a methodology for interlingual
annotation of parallel corpora. The scientific interest of this research lies in the
definition and annotation feasibility testing of a level of semantic representation
for natural language text—the interlingua representation—that captures important
aspects of the meaning of different natural languages.

To date, no such level of representation has been defined complete with an as-
sociated annotated corpus of any size. As a result, corpora have been annotated
at a relatively shallow (semantics-free) level, forcing NLP researchers to choose be-
tween shallow approaches and hand-crafted approaches, each having its own set of
problems. Although we have not constructed an annotated corpus large enough for
heavy-duty machine learning algorithms, we see our work as paving the way for
developing solutions to representational problems and thereby for enabling other,
larger annotation efforts.

We have encountered a number of difficult issues for which we have only interim
solutions. Principal among these is the granularity of the interlingual terms to be
used. Omega’s WordNet symbols, some 110,000, afford too many alternatives with
too little clear semantic distinction, negatively impacting agreement rates. On the
other hand, the number of Mikrokosmos concepts—6,000—is too small to capture
many of the distinctions people deem relevant. An evaluation of inter-annotator
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agreement shows that high degree of agreement is possible when entries are present
in the ontology.

This work could benefit from a manual pruning of extraneous terms from Omega.
Similarly, the theta roles in some cases appear hard to understand. While we have
considered following the example of FrameNet and defining idiosyncratic roles for al-
most every process, the resulting proliferation does not bode well for later large-scale
machine learning. Additional issues to be addressed include: (1) personal name,
temporal and spatial annotation (Ferro et al., 2001); (2) causality, co-reference, as-
pectual content, modality, speech acts, etc; (3) reducing vagueness and redundancy
in the annotation language; (4) inter-event relations such as entity reference, time
reference, place reference, causal relationships, associative relationships, etc; and
(5) cross-sentence phenomena.
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A Example of IL1 Internal Representation

This appendix shows an example of the internal representation resulting from the
annotation of the sentence presented earlier in Figure 2 using the Tiamat Annota-
tion Interface. Information stored in each “node” of the tree structure includes
a unique node identifier, the surface lexeme (e.g., announced), part of speech
(e.g., V), underlying form (e.g., announce), features (e.g., past), position of IL1
tree node (e.g., Root), Thematic Role (e.g., THEME), WordNet sense(s) (e.g.,
announce<say), and Mikrokosmos concept(s) (e.g., DECLARE, INFORM).

([140,announced,V,announce,feat:past,Root,announce&&announce<say,

DECLARE$VERB&&INFORM$VERB]

([20,Mohamed,PN,mohamed,feat:nom_num:sg,Subj,AGENT]

([10,Sheikh,PN,sheikh,feat:nom_num:sg,Mod],

[90,Defense_Minister,PN,defense_minister,feat:nom_num:sg,Mod]

([40,who,Pron,who,rel:+_feat:wh_feat:nom,Subj],

[60,also,Adv,also,Mod,also],

[100,of,P,of,Mod]

([120,United_Arab_Emirates,PN,unitedarabemirates,feat:nom,Obj]))),

[150,at,P,at,Mod]

([180,ceremony,N,ceremony,feat:nom_num:sg,Obj,ceremony,CEREMONY$NOUN]

([170,inauguration,N,inauguration,feat:nom_num:sg,Mod,inauguration,

ORIENT$NOUN&&CEREMONY$NOUN])),

[220,want,V,want,tense:pres,Obj,THEME&&desire>envy&&want<be]

([200,",Pun,",Mod],

[210,we,Pron,we,feat:pers_feat:nom_num:pl_per:1,Subj,

EXPERIENCER&&EXPERIENCER],
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[250,make,V,make,sform:inf,Obj,PERCEIVED&&PERCEIVED,make>stir,

BUILD$VERB&&CREATION-RELATION$VERB]

([240,<we>,Pron,<we>,Subj,AGENT],

[300,center,N,center,feat:nom_num:sg,Obj,THEME,kernel]

([260,Dubai,PN,dubai,feat:nom_num:sg,Subj],

[280,new,Adj,new,feat:abs,Mod,new>hot&&new&&fresh<original],

[290,trading,N,trading,feat:nom_num:sg,Mod,trading,

COMMERCE-EVENT$NOUN])),

[320,",Pun,",Mod])))
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